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Anyone who regularly attends our Tuesday branch
meeting would have been surprised and delighted to see
one of our committee members, Didi Jepson, on the BBC’s
Midlands Today recently. In early November, they were
featuring the Dance for Parkinson’s class in Winchcombe,
which we have previously advertised to members and
which Didi attends. (A Class has now been started in
Cheltenham. For details contact Sarah Hartley on 01242
603207 or email dance@besocialwinchcombe.com).

When interviewed, Didi was truly inspirational. She
described the shock she felt on first hearing the news
that she had Parkinson’s. She said, however, that she
decided it wasn’t good enough to feel “Poor Old Me”
rather, she said to herself, “That’s life and you have just
got to get on with it!” She also spoke about being encouraged when seeing a plaque on a
wall which had an inscription with the message:





“DO WHAT YOU CAN, WITH WHAT YOU HAVE, WHERE YOU ARE AT.”
RECENT BRANCH MEETINGS
24 September
Every three years a different country hosts
the World Parkinson’s Congress. This year
it took place in Japan. At our Branch
meeting in September we very much
enjoyed listening to Alison Anderson’s
experience of this conference.
What was most memorable, she said,
were her encounters with a rich variety of
people who are concerned with
Parkinson’s either as fellow patients, scientists or medics. It enabled her to form valuable
relationships on a global scale.
Because, as she put it, there was so much hope in the air, Alison found the whole
experience very uplifting. Hope for the future in dealing with the symptoms of PD, hope for
dealing with its progress and ultimately hope for finding the Holy Grail: a cure for PD.
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29 October
Dr Sarah Whitson, Clinical Psychologist, explained to members how the Health Psychology
Service, at Gloucestershire Hospitals Trust, operates, what it can offer people with PD and
their families, and how to access the Service.
The Service offers a three session ‘Living with Parkinson’s’ Group, three times a year for
different groups of people with PD and their families. The sessions cover:
1.
2.
3.

Adjusting to the diagnosis, coping with sleep problems and fatigue.
Management of emotional changes including anxiety and depression.
Understanding and management of potential cognitive problems associated with
Parkinson’s.

It also offers one-to-one sessions with a Clinical Psychologist, but unfortunately a wait of
around six months for these is likely.
People with PD cannot, however, self-refer as the Service only accepts referrals from the
Neurology Department e.g. A Neurologist, Physiotherapist or a Parkinson’s Nurse.

26 November
A packed room benefited from Dr Peter
Fletcher’s annual summary of Parkinson’s
Research News. He covered a broad
range of research topics such as
repurposing of existing drugs, linked
research with other neurological
conditions such as Alzheimer and M.S.,
and a new project researching the use
CBD for Parkinson’s hallucinations. This
broad summary would be of particular
benefit to people new to the Branch or Parkinson’s UK who may not be aware of current
research. For readers interested in more detail, these, and other research topics, have often
been covered well in the Parkinson’s UK Progress Magazine sent quarterly to members and
we also highlight some new topics below.
Peter Fletcher also gave good general health advice
which applies to all his patients, not just those with PD.
One major goal in older age medicine is to avoid falls
and he stressed the importance of regular eye tests,
maintaining muscle strength necessary for good
balance and being aware of medications that can lead
to dizzy spells or postural hypotension. Other general
priorities for general well-being include dental checks
and hearing tests when required.
At the end of the meeting a bouquet of flowers and
card were presented to Sue Watts, Community PD
Nurse Specialist covering the Cheltenham Area, with
the thanks of the branch members and good wishes for
her retirement.
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RECENT RESEARCH NEWS
Here are two research topics mentioned in the recent Parkinson’s UK research round-ups:
THE POWER OF COLLABORATION
Over the last decade or so there has been significantly more sharing of information between
PD researchers on a global scale and consequently more collaboration.
Another good example of this practice is the
annual Linked Clinical Trials meeting for
which 20 experts from around the world
gather for a two day evaluation of
everything that’s known about 20+
compounds which have been chosen as the
current best bet for disease modification in
Parkinson’s.
Among the drugs discussed this year were Nilotinib (used in treatment of leukaemia) which
was found to have neuroprotective qualities, and Exanetide (used in the treatment of type 2
diabetes) which has been found in some patients to slow down loss of movement in PD. The
equally exciting part of this story is that drugs like this are already in use and, therefore,
have been assessed as safe
THE LINK BETWEEN THE GUT AND PD
The Cure Parkinson’s Trust has published some interesting Danish research findings that PD
might start in the gut and not the brain (a possibility which other Researchers have
previously speculated about). The researchers say that this might explain why people with
PD often report digestive problems such as constipation ten years before they notice
tremors or problems with movement.

PARKINSON’S UK IS REDUCING RUNNING COSTS
Last year Parkinson’s UK saw a drop in funds raised (as did many other Charities) and
consequently there has been some restructuring of the staff composition and reduction in
the numbers of paid staff.
Jane Henderson, Volunteer Coordinator, who we have had most to do with in the running of
the Branch, will now be covering more branches and groups and this will mean more of her
involvement with our Branch Committee will be by phone and e-mail and there will be
fewer visits. In her revised role she will be known as Network Support Officer.
Over her years as our local Volunteer Coordinator we have very much valued her advice and
her support and her visits to the occasional branch meeting. Jane has also been
instrumental in the development of the biennial Gloucestershire Parkinson’s Conferences.
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NOTICE OF BRANCH AGM - 25TH FEBRUARY 2020
As usual at the Branch AGM there will be annual report from the Chair and Treasurer (who
will present the 2019 branch accounts and a budget for 2020) and the appointment of
committee members.
After our recent appeals for additional committee members we are pleased to report that
two people have come forward, including a new Branch Secretary/Membership Secretary!
After the AGM business we will have a speaker from the Medical Detection Dogs charity.
Rebecca Pierce wrote to us about the work of these dogs which are trained to detect the
odour of human disease:
Our work is separated into two distinct pathways:
1.
Medical Alert Assistance Dogs –
providing a life-saving companion to
help those with life-threatening
diseases. We currently train dogs to
assist people living with Type 1
Diabetes, Addison’s disease, severe nut
allergies, PoTS, and other conditions.
2.
Bio-Detection Dogs – our
incredible bio dogs are trained to find
the odour of diseases, such as cancer,
Parkinson’s, and malaria in samples
such as urine, breath and swabs.
To read more, please do take a look at their website at www.medicaldetectiondogs.org.uk/

NEW - SUBSIDY FOR TRANSPORT TO BRANCH MEETINGS:






To enable access to Branch meetings, in Cheltenham or Tewkesbury, up to ten per year.
For people without access to a car (their own or travelling with a relative or friend) or a
convenient bus service.
The branch will refund half of a return fare, on production of a receipt from the taxi
driver or community transport provider.
As the branch has not got a clear catchment area a top limit of £10, per person per
meeting, has been set.
This subsidy will be subject to review towards the end of 2020.

ASSISTANCE LANYARD TRIAL IN SUPERMARKETS
A couple of our members have noticed that some
Supermarkets, including some branches of Sainsbury’s and
Argos (including the Cheltenham Bath Road Branch of
Sainsbury’s) and the Food Hall of M & S, have undertaken to
trial sunflower lanyards, for customers with a hidden disability
who would wear it on their shopping trips so that staff would
be aware they might require assistance.
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FUTURE BRANCH MEETINGS 2020
We meet on the last Tuesday of most months,
at 3-00pm, in St. Mark’s Methodist Church Hall,
Gloucester Road, Cheltenham, GL51 8PX
28 January
Toni Vassalouthis Tai Chi for Health
25 February
Branch AGM followed by Medical Detection Dogs
31 March
Hearts in Harmony Choir
28 April
Arthur Ball Panoramic Panama
26 May
Discussion Sessions for those with PD & Family/Friends/Carers
25 June
David Fleet The Work of GCHQ
28 July
Branch Outing Destination and other details tbc.
25 August
Social and Quiz with Bring and Share Afternoon Tea
29 September
Dr Peter Fletcher Latest Research News
27 October
Alison Anderson Alpine Cycle Challenge
24 November
Discussion Sessions for those with PD & Family/Friends/Carers
8 December
Christmas Lunch Venue and details tbc

REGULAR EVENTS
Coffee Drop-In Mornings 10.30-12.00 on 2nd Wednesday in the month at the Norwood
Arms, Leckhampton Rd, GL53 0AX and New for 2020 10.30-12.00 on 3rd Thursday in the
month at the Cross Hands, Tewkesbury Road, GL51 9SL. All welcome. There is disabled
access and parking at both venues.
Table Tennis Club every Friday 2-4pm in St Luke’s Church Hall, St Luke’s Place GL53 7HP.
Cost £4 pp, £5 couples. All abilities welcome. There is disabled access and parking.

BRANCH CONTACTS
Branch Chair: Harry Matthews, 07515 857110 or parkinsonshjm@gmail.com
Branch Secretary: Post currently vacant
Branch Treasurer & Acting Membership Secretary: Dot Simpson 01242 583894 or
dsimpson.parkinsons@googlemail.com
Committee Members: Didi Jepson, James Howell, Val Corke & Clive Corke
Branch Website: http://www.cheltenhamparkinsons.org.uk/

USEFUL CONTACTS
Parkinson’s UK Website: http://www.parkinsons.org.uk
Parkinson’s UK Helpline: (phone free) 0808 800 0303
Parkinson’s Local Advisor: 0344 225 9821 or adviser10.west@parkinsons.org.uk
Parkinson’s Nurse Specialist Service: 0300 421 8109 or parkinsons.team@glos-care.nhs.uk
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